Age Wave Readiness
Operationalizing Age Wave Readiness
Allied Health Professions
ALHP: 591

In 2013, the Department of Gerontology and Senior
Connections, the Capital Area Agency on Aging, came
together to continue the implementation of the Greater
Richmond Age Wave Readiness Plan. ALHP 591 is a step
toward operationalizing this mission.
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What Makes a Community
Livable?

“A livable community is one that has affordable and appropriate housing,
supportive community features and services, and adequate mobility
options, which together facilitate personal independence and the
engagement of residents in civic and social life.” –AARP

A livable community
• Things to consider (Age Wave Readiness Plan,
2012)
– What makes your neighborhood more accessible for
you, your family?
– How is your personal safety and disaster readiness in
the neighborhood?

A livable community
– Are there parts of your daily life you could adapt to
feel safer?
– Are there communal spaces where caregivers and
older adults can gather and meet?
– How well and easily can you get to the grocery store?
To the pharmacy? To the doctor?

Categories of Assessment*
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walkability
Transportation
Housing
Access
Engagement
Safety & Security

*Developed by the Operationalizing Age Wave Readiness Pilot Program, Summer 2014
• After careful consideration by the Spring 2015 class, it was determined these six (6) categories
cover the appropriate community indicators for a livable community

Canvassing Experience
• Photographic evidence (iPad, PhotoVoice, etc.)
• Document strengths, areas for improvement
and challenges
• Time of day matters
• Mental state during observation
• Seeing a community through the eyes of its
residents

GeroTrifecta
• Network of community members whose
combined efforts support intergenerational
advocacy and an objective canvassing assessment
tool in order to identify community challenges
and recognize where improvements are needed.
– Community leaders/members
– Elders and aging professionals
– Students

http://www.agewellva.com/gerotrifecta.html

Reliability: Does the
research technique you
are using perform the
same way every time?

Validity: Are you
measuring what you
think you are
measuring?

Operational
Definitions
Objectivity: Are you
remaining impartial and
unbiased during your
research?

Subjectivity: Are your
personal perspectives
and background
affecting your research?

What terms were
operationalized?
– Rushing
– Busy
– Housing options
– Condition of housing options; i.e. well-maintained
– Readily available/understandable
– Universal design
– Does adequate lighting exist?- where? Which parts?

GeroCommunity Assessment
Observations of livability for all ages

Introduction
Welcome to the GeroCommunity Assessment! The GeroTrifecta, as a part of the Greater Richmond Age Wave
Readiness Initiative, aims to promote livable communities for all ages through awareness, education and
exploration. The GeroTrifecta – students, elders, and community leaders – will work together to canvass
neighborhoods and communities. This tool will aid them in identifying and documenting where there are
strengths or areas of opportunity. The results of this assessment can be used to empower community

members, inform appropriate stakeholders, and ultimately promote positive change. Investing in the
community will empower individuals to live and prosper where they have access to major
resources, transportation, housing, walkability, safety and engagement.

Instructions
With your assigned GeroTrifecta team, take 1-2 hours to complete this community livability assessment. Walk
through the neighborhood, observe, record, take photos, and immerse yourselves in the culture of the
community. You will be evaluating six categories within the community: walkability, transportation, housing,
access to businesses and services, engagement, and safety & security. For each category, place a checkmark
next to every item you observe in the community and write down any additional observations or comments.

Please refer to the Key Terms section in the back of this assessment for clarification if needed. Upon
completion, calculate a score for each section to determine if the community is "excellent," "adequate" or
"needs improvement" in that area. Finally, take the score for each of the six sections and add them up to
determine an overall score of livability for the community. Have fun!

PhotoVoice is a method of data collection that combines photography with grassroots social action.
Use PhotoVoice as part of your assessment to capture the community from a different point of view.
You will see the camera icon on each page as a reminder.

Equipment and Resources
In your backpack you
will find…
iPad – Take pictures and access
optional resources to the right
Map – Use a marker to plot
your path through the
community. The map displays
the boundaries of the
community you are assessing.
Measuring tape
Water bottles
Pencil/pen/markers
Clipboard
Reflector vest
Sunscreen
Timer

Optional tools to enhance your
assessment…
Map My Run – Live track your walking route,
including speed, distance travelled, and
duration
SeeClickFix — Report neighborhood issues
and see them fixed!
iDragon Dictation — Instantly translate your
voice into text to record observations as you
canvass the neighborhood.
Look for the icons above on your iPad.

Walkability
 Place a checkmark for every element below that you observe in the community.
Is the most commonly posted speed limit in the community less than 30 MPH?

Are sidewalks present and continuous on most roads?
Are sidewalks well maintained? (e.g. smooth, free of potholes, free of debris)
Are sidewalks wide enough to accommodate a wheelchair and still have space for
a pedestrian to walk beside it?
Do all intersections have curb cuts?
Do busy intersections have marked crosswalks?
Do busy intersections have pedestrian traffic signals?
Does the pedestrian signal provide a count down if the signal lasts longer than 7
seconds?
Are benches present along the sidewalks, walking trails/paths within the
community?

Did you feel comfortable walking through the community? Was the walk enjoyable?
Add any other general comments and observations:

After completing the assessment,
count the number of checkmarks and
circle a corresponding score below.
The Community has:

Excellent walkability for all ages
(7-9 s)

Adequate walkability for all ages
(3-6 s)
Walkability that Needs Improvement
(0-2 s)

Score
3
2
1

Don’t forget PhotoVoice!
Take photos of any
strengths or opportunities
you see related to aspects
of walkability in the
community.

Transportation
 Place a checkmark for every element below that you observe in the community.
Is there regularly scheduled bus service or other public transportation that
services the community?
Are the bus stops located within the community?
Are schedules, routes, and fares posted? (2 of the 3 is enough to get a score)
Is the information easy to read (is the schedule visible and understandable)?
Is seating or shelter available at bus stops?
Are there street lights/lighting present next to most bus stop?
Are traffic signs visible and easy to read?
Are there designated bike lanes?
Are roadways lit and well-maintained (are all street lights functioning and is the
road clear of debris and potholes)?

After completing the assessment,
count the number of checkmarks and
circle a corresponding score below.
The Community has:

Excellent transportation for all ages
(5-7 s)

Adequate transportation for all ages
(3-4 s)
Transportation that Needs Improvement
(0-2 s)

Score
3
2
1

Other than public transportation, are you aware of other ride options in the
community? Are there ride-sharing or volunteer programs that provide
transportation for older adults? Add any other general comments and observations:

Don’t forget PhotoVoice!
Take photos of any
strengths or opportunities
you see related to aspects
of transportation in the
community.

Housing
 Place a checkmark for every element below that you observe in the community.
Are there a variety of housing options in the community? (such as single-family
homes, multi-family homes, shared housing, congregate care, or accessory
dwelling units)
Are there housing options specifically for older adults? (such as assisted living
facilities, continuing care retirement communities, independent living
communities, senior friendly condos or nursing homes)
Do housing options exhibit signs of universal design*?
Is there readily available handicap parking and other parking?
Is there an accessible path between parking and housing entry?
Are homes in good repair with no evident problems affecting safety or liability?
Are communal spaces well maintained with no evident problems affecting safety
of livability?
*Universal Design- ramps, curb cuts, auditory output from crosswalks, signs with
light-dark visual contrast, wheelchair lifts on public transportation

After completing the assessment,
count the number of checkmarks and
circle a corresponding score below.
The Community has:

Excellent housing for all ages
(5-7 s)

Adequate housing for all ages
(3-4 s)
Housing that Needs Improvement
(0-2 s)

Score
3
2
1

Based on housing options available, can you see yourself aging in place in this
community? Why or why not? Add any other general comments and observations:

Don’t forget PhotoVoice!
Take photos of any
strengths or opportunities
you see related to housing
options in the community.

Access
 Place a checkmark for every element below that you observe in the community.
Is there access to government services within the community? (such as a Post
Office, local court, Police Station, DMV, Fire Station)
Is health care available within the community, including hospital, audiologist,
dentist, optometrist, and physicians ?
Are food services, such as Meals on Wheels, or groceries available in the
community?
Is there a fuel station within the community?
Are there retail businesses within the community?
Is there handicap accessible parking at most retail and service locations?
Are businesses and services accessible for entry (equipped with ramps, automatic
or easily-opened doors, and wide doorways)?
Is business signage visible, without any blockage, and easy to read?
Visit one or two community businesses. Do they seem age-friendly? Do they
promote special offers or services for older adults? (e.g., AARP, senior discount) Add
any other general comments and observations:

After completing the assessment,
count the number of checkmarks and
circle a corresponding score below.
The Community has:

Excellent access to services
(6-8 s)

Adequate access to services
(3-5 s)
Access that Needs Improvement
(0-2 s)

Score
3
2

1

Don’t forget PhotoVoice!
Take photos of any
strengths or opportunities
you see regarding access
to services in the
community.

Engagement
Record the number of locations observed for each element in the empty space to
the right of the questions.
 Place a checkmark for every element below that you observe in the community.
Are there centrally located senior centers within the community?
Is there access to faith-based/spiritual services within the community?
Are there designated areas for physical activities and recreation within the
community?
Is free public internet access available within the community?
Is there a library within the community?
Are there educational services available within the community?
Is there a centralized location for networking and socializing?

After completing the assessment,
count the number of checkmarks and
circle a corresponding score below.
The Community has:

Excellent options for engagement
(5-7 s)

Adequate options for engagement
(3-4 s)
Engagement that Needs Improvement
(0-2 s)

Score
3

2
1

Did you observe any activity in the community such as neighbor to neighbor
interaction? Did you observe any neighborhood publications displayed? Add any
general comments and observations:

Don’t forget PhotoVoice!
Take photos of any
strengths or opportunities
you see related to aspects
of resident engagement in
the community.

Safety & Security
 Place a checkmark for every element below that you observe in the community.
Does a police station exist in the community?
Does a fire station exist in the community?
Are there fire hydrants in the community?
Are neighborhood watch signs present and visible?
Do parking lots, parking areas, pedestrian crossings, pedestrian paths, sidewalks,
bus shelters, bike racks, and entrances to buildings have lighting?
Are construction and maintenance areas clearly marked?

After completing the assessment,
count the number of checkmarks and
circle a corresponding score below.
The Community has:

Excellent safety and security features
(4-6 s)

Adequate safety and security features
(2-3 s)
Safety that Needs Improvement
(0-1 s)

Score
3
2
1

After canvassing this neighborhood, do you see any opportunities for improved
safety? Did you have any safety concerns during your time canvassing this
neighborhood? Add any other general comments and observations:

Don’t forget PhotoVoice!
Take photos of any
strengths or opportunities
you see related to safety
or security in the
community.

Overall livability
Copy score from each section into
grid below and add up for a total:
Walkability
Transportation
Housing
Access
Engagement
Safety & Security
Total Score

A total score of 14 to 18 indicates this
community is an Excellent example of
livability for all ages.
A total score of 10-13 indicates this
community is Adequate in supporting
all ages, with both successes and
opportunities.
A total score of 6-9 indicates this
community Needs Improvement in
order to optimally support livability for all
ages.

Thank you for investing your time in this community!

Key Terms
Aging in place- The ability for an individual to continue to reside independently in their community and home, regardless of
their age.
Curb-cuts- A ramp leading smoothly down from a sidewalk to a street, rather than abruptly ending with a curb and dropping
roughly 10-15 cm (4-6 inches).
Housing options/descriptions:

•

Single family homes- Individualized living environment.

•

Multi-family homes- Individual living units connected within a single structure, such as apartments or condominiums.

•

Shared housing- A group of unrelated, independent individuals, living together and sharing household duties and
companionship.

•

Congregate care- A resident apartment that typically offers hospitality services, such as group meals, light housekeeping,
social and recreational opportunities, and transportation.

•

Accessory dwelling units- These units may take several forms, but typically include 600 to 700 square foot cottages in the
back yard of single family homes. Other units can be attached to a home or over a cottage.

•

Assisted living facilities- These facilities have private apartments and supportive services for those in need of help with
basic living needs such as medication management and personal care, and also include hospitality services found in
congregate care residences.

•

Continuing care retirement communities- Three-staged facilities that offer life care in a managed community as individuals
need change. They provide homes or cottages with hospitality care, assisted living and nursing care.

•

Nursing homes- These facilities offer 24-hour care and needs assistance to individuals who need help with most activities.

Key Terms
Livability- The sum of factors that add up to a community’s quality of life. A livable community is one that is safe and secure,
has affordable and appropriate diverse housing and transportation options, and supportive community features and services for
individuals of all ages.
Traffic pedestrian signal- A type of traffic signal that prioritizes pedestrian crossing/safe passage within a busy intersection.
Some examples include: Crosswalk signals, pedestrian crossing signals and do not walk signals.
Universal design- The intent of universal design is to simplify life for everyone by making products, communications, and the
built environment more usable by as many people as possible at little or no extra cost. Universal design benefits people of all
ages and abilities.
Visitability- The term refers to single-family or owner-occupied housing designed in such a way that it can be lived in or visited
by people who have trouble with steps or who use wheelchairs or walkers.
Universal design and visitability (includes some or all of the following aspects):
•
At least one no-step pathway into the house
•
Ample and level maneuvering room, 5 feet by 5 feet, in entryway
•
36-inch-wide entry door with lever-style handle
•
Zero-threshold doorway (no step)
•
Covered entrance to protect from inclement weather
•
Bright lighting outside entries
•
Lighted doorbell at an easily reachable height
•
High-visibility house numbers
•
Handrails on both sides of steps
•
Railings on porches
•
Slip-resistant walkways and entryways
Walkability- The extent in which walking is a safe, accessible and enjoyable mode of transportation. A community is deemed
walkable when the designated walking path is safe and easy to reach goods and services.

Community Reflections

Union Hill
Catherine MacDonald, Devin Bowers

Team Assessment
•
•
•
•
•

Walkability: Needs Improvement
Transportation: Adequate
Housing: Adequate
Access: Adequate
Engagement: Excellent

There are a lot of opportunities for change in
Union Hill, but overall it is livable for all ages.

Gerontological Lens
Continuity Theory: Older adults will usually maintain the same
activities, behaviors, personalities and relationships as they
did in their earlier years of life. Older adults try to maintain
this continuity of lifestyle by adapting strategies that are
connected to their past experiences (Atchley, 1989).

Union Hill

Union Hill is a historic neighborhood located in the City of
Richmond's East End Planning District and is surrounded
by the neighborhood of Church Hill. Its borders can be
defined by 18th Street, Mosby Carrington, 25th Street and
Jefferson Avenue.

Demographic Snapshot
5%

African
American
White

20%
74%

In 2010 there were
1,539 residents

Other

15% of residents are over the age of 65 and 20% are
single mothers with children (Batie, 2012)

Demographic Snapshot
Income: 2006 – 2010 (Batie, 2012)

Crime: 2011 (Batie, 2012)

Crime Comparison
Church Hill vs. Union Hill: Crime 2010 – 2015 (Richmond
Police Department, 2015)

350 more crimes committed in Union Hill than in Church Hill
over the last 5 years.

Housing
• 2010 (Batie, 2012):
– 1154 residential structures
• 411 vacant
• 743 occupied

– 73% of residents rent
– 23% of residents own
– Number of homeowners has declined since 2000

In Transition
“Fresh bread on one side, the
city’s highest grossing ABC
store on the other. Just a 10
minute walk from Church Hill,
where white retirees wander
and talk about sprucing up
the neighborhood by virtue of
their mere presence, about a
dozen homeless/drunk/
should-be-in-school folks are
in the street at any given
time.”
-- Style Weekly reporter “Coffee Shop Seeks
a Miracle on 25th Street”

In Transition

“We need more diversity,” Alamin says.
“We see that coming, and are encouraged
by it.”
Both Alamin and Wynn say they aren’t
concerned gentrification will push out
longtime residents. They say the homeless,
especially, need to go somewhere else.
Style Weekly “Coffee Shop Seeks a Miracle on 25th Street”

Community Leader
Lane Pearson
Program Director for the Better
Housing Coalition’s Center for
Neighborhood Revitalization

“[There is] some tension between those who
seek to ensure responsible stewardship of the
neighborhood’s historic housing stock and
those who fear that the review process and
imposition of heightened construction
standards will impose an economic hardship on
the neighborhood’s poorest residents.”

Engagement, Stability &
Security

Engagement

Union Hill Civic Association
Mission: “To preserve the rich
heritage of Union Hill while
fostering growth and prosperity
within neighborhood boundaries.”

Community Leader
Natisha Knight
Director of Education at the
Peter Paul Development
Center

“Twice a month, PPDC hosts a food
distribution for members of the
community. Not only do residents benefit,
but there are many residents who
volunteer on a regular basis. Also, twice a
week PPDC hosts a seniors programs for
residents in the community who are 60
and older. Participants engage in various
health, wellness, and social activities.”

Good Shepherd Baptist Church:
1127 N. 28th Street

Linwood Robinson Senior Center:
700 N. 26th Street

Wellness
Access to Food
East District Family Resource
Center: bimonthly food pantry
Union Market: perishable, nonperishable food and prepared food

Tricycle Gardens: Jefferson Avenue
Community Garden and Learning
Garden for children at the Peter
Paul Development Center

Wellness

Bon Secours Richmond
Community Hospital
• Emergency Medicine
• General Surgery
• Behavioral Health
• Outpatient Services

Bon Secours Canal Crossing
Internal Medicine
• Annual physicals
• Chronic care
• Senior care
• Well checkups
• Women’s services
• Immunizations
• Minor surgery and lesion
removal

“good help coming soon”
Where is the Bon Secours
expansion?

Wellness
These facilities serve low-income residents and
provide transportation to medical appointments.

JenCare Neighborhood Medical Center

Vernon J Harris Medical Center

Winter Walkability

Community Partners:
Snow Safety

The Good

The Not-So-Good

Community Leader
E. Yvette Jones
Manager of the Office on Aging
and Persons with Disabilities for
City of Richmond

“Union Hill has some work to do in regards to
community design and accommodations for
individuals with disabilities and mobility
challenges. Individuals utilizing mobility devices
may find it quite difficult to navigate on sidewalks
in Union Hill due to the unevenness of the many
brick sidewalks and persons with sensory
disabilities may find it difficult to cross the street in
areas of roundabouts. ”

Opportunities for Change*
• Improve public transportation
• Need access to a major grocery store
• Reduce crime and increase safety
– Senior independent living properties

• Need more resources for home repairs
• Address mobility challenges
– Uneven brick sidewalks
– Roundabouts
*Recommended by community leaders

Limitations
• Time and distance
• Gaining buy-in from community leaders
• Unable to connect with Union Hill Civic
Association

Recommendations
• Form a relationship with the Union Hill Civic
Association and community:
– Attend monthly association meetings
– Engage residents and officers in conducting the
GeroCommunity Assessment

• Continue conducting community leader
interviews:
– Councilwoman Cynthia Newbille
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Woodlake
Michelle Edwards, Omar Hassan,
Sung Lee

Location
• In Chesterfield county, Virginia
• 20 miles southwest of Richmond
• Next to Swift Creek Reservoir
• Main entrance borders Hull
Street (Rt 360) to the south

Gerontological Lens
• Gerotranscendence – Lars Tornstam’s (1989) theory which states
that as individuals age they become less self-focused, less
preoccupied with one’s body, less materialistic, and more reflective
about their purpose in life, and move into more of a transcendent
state, appreciating small wonders in life (1989).
• Continuity theory- 1989, Atchley. As a person ages they maintain a
continuity of past social and psychological patterns. This continuity
can be both internal (memory, skill) or external (social activities and
roles).
– How did this theory shape our canvassing experience?
• Each individual ages differently
• The need for more community events where older adults
can remain active and engaged.

Demographics
• Population size
– 2010 Census reports 7319 residents(with an
increase in the older adult population)

• 35 smaller neighborhoods within Woodlake
• Less Racial and Ethnic diversity
• Socioeconomic diversity:
– Higher income
– Higher education level

Community Leaders
• Debbie Leidheiser, Chesterfield County Senior
Advocate
• Brynne Halsey, Greater Richmond Age Wave
Intern
• Bill Pond, Engaged Woodlake community
member

Community Leader
• Bill Pond
– Community member since 1986
– “While the lake was our primary attraction we
definitely like the tennis courts, athletic facilities and
walking paths. The individual neighborhoods are also
a plus.”
– “My personal emphasis would be more community
events. I assist at the Memorial Day party, the annual
Tennis Opener and I coordinate the Community
Emergency Response Team (CERT) and the older adult
population is generally well represented at these
events.

Overall Team Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walkability: Adequate
Transportation: Needs Improvement
Housing: Adequate
Access: Excellent
Engagement: Adequate
Safety and Security: Excellent

Walkability

• Hull Street Road in Chesterfield county : Jan 2015- March 2015.
• Major intersection that separates Woodlake Community from the
businesses across the street.
• 2009 Top 10 most accident prone crossing.
Score: Adequate

Walkability

Walkability
The community uses
connected trails instead of
sidewalks to facilitate
walkability.

A neat feature about some
of the trails is that they go
under the road to ensure
continuity and safety for
pedestrians.

Walkability - Inclement
Weather
• Road and trail conditions a few days after a
heavy snow
• Woodlake Village Parkway was clear of
snow
• Some roads leading to neighborhoods were
in bad shape
• Most of the trails were impassable

Transportation

• Private transportation options
• Access Chesterfield
• Alliance Specialty Transport

Score: Needs
Improvement

Transportation
• There is limited public transportation that services the
Woodlake Community
• Access point is located at Lowe’s Home Improvement Store in the
shops across the street from the community.

Housing
• Variety of housing options.
– Single family homes, Townhouses,
Apartments, and Condominiums
• No housing options specifically for
older adults.
• Lack of utilization of universal design.

• Accessible paths available between
parking and housing entry.
• Homes and communal spaces are in
excellent condition with no evident
problems affecting safety or livability.
Score: Adequate

Access
• Food delivery services available.
– Meals on Wheels, Relay Foods, Blue
Apron

• Fuel station and retail businesses
available within the community.
• Easy accessibility to local businesses.

Score: Excellent

Access
• Access to government services
within 5 miles / 15 minutes of
the community.
– post office, police station,
fire stations, library

Available health care within the
community.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bon Secours St. Francis hospital
Bon Secours Family Medicine Center
Patient First
Better Med Urgent Care
Minute Clinic
and various physicians’ offices including
Optometrist, Podiatrist, & Audiologist

Engagement
Community Center
• Fitness classes, pools, tennis
courts (membership fee req’d)

Woodlake’s Website
• Woodlake Community
Association website
• Newsletter/outreach
program, etc.
http://www.woodlakeonline.com/

• Spring Run Church
– Strong presence in the
community
Ex: job search assistance
programs, weekly church
services, group events

Score: Adequate

Engagement
Friendship Cafes
• Bon Air Presbyterian Church
on Huguenot Road.
• Ettrick Community Center
on Laurel Road
• New Covenant Presbyterian
Church on Irongate Drive
• Rockwood Village in
Midlothian, Virginia

Safety & Security
Summary
• Police Station within the
community
• Fire stations nearby
• Local resident’s opinion
summary
– “Having a Police Station
within the community makes
it safe.”
– One Policeman says
“Woodlake is very safe.” He
“hardly gets any calls from
them.”
Score: Excellent

Overall Score for the Team
Assessment
Number of ”Checks”

Score Category (# earned)

Walkability

3

Adequate-2

Transportation

1

Needs improvement-1

Housing

3

Adequate-2

Access

8

Excellent-3

Engagement

4

Adequate-2

Safety & Security

6

Excellent-3

Overall livability score

12 points = Adequate

Limitations
• Sidewalks are not connected between
neighborhoods
• Few crosswalks within the community
• Estimating the demographics of the Woodlake
Community was challenging
• Subjective interpretation of assessment tool.
• Making contact with personnel at the Woodlake
Community Association was difficult.
• Lack of universal design homes within the
community.
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Willow Lawn
Allison Baumgartner, Allyson Batoy,
Danielle Orr

Locations

• Willow Lawn is considered to be two different locations
– The Shops at Willow Lawn
– The adjacent residential community

• Community is split between Henrico County and
Richmond City

Canvassing Spotlight
• Shops at Willow Lawn
– Grand opening 1956
– Renovated into indoor mall
in 1986
– Updated in 2005 to original
outdoor strip mall
– Seasonal and annual events
– Residential 5100 building

Demographics
Population
1 Mile
Radius

2010

2014

2019

7,827

7,978

8,287

The prediction indicates the population for this area will
continue to increase in the years to come.

The 1 mile radius has the Shops at Willow Lawn as the epicenter.

Demographics
Population by Age
1 Mile Radius

2010

2014

2019

55-64

908

966

1,034

65-74

565

663

792

75-84

482

448

464

85+

296

315

309

As with the total population, the data indicates there
will be an increase for the 55-74 age group however
for the 75 and over population there was and will be
a dip in the population.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Getting Others Involved
• GeroTrifecta
– Community leaders
– Community residents/elder
• Bertha Rolfe

– Students
• Gerontology students

• Circle Center Adult Day Center
• Boy Scouts of America

Community Resident:
Bertha Rolfe
• Willow Lawn Resident for 15
years
• Advisory Board Member for
the VCU/MCV School of
Pharmacy
• Advisory Board Member for
the MCV Foundation Massey
Cancer Center
• Vice president of the
Condominium Association
for the 5100 building

Community Interview:
Vilma Osmalov
• Willow Lawn resident for
45+ years
• She mentioned how
much she enjoyed the age
diversity of the area
• Specifics: St. Mary’s
Hospital, Rescue Squad,
JCC, many churches and
restaurants
• Bus service and many safe
areas to walk

Quotes from Vilma
• “Everything you could want is around here
within a short period of time which as you get
older, is a good thing”
• “I plan on staying until the carry me out”
• “Some areas keep going down but this one
keeps going up”

Community Affiliate:
Circle Center
Adult Day Services
• Interview conducted with Amy Bodman,
MBA, OTR/L, Chief Operating Officer of
Circle Center
• Monday-Saturday
• $74 per day, a minimum 2 days per week
• Licensed for 85 participants each day
• Currently 106 participants enrolled
• On average 75 participants per day

• Nutritional meals
• Activities facilitated by Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialists and
Activities Coordinators
• Montessori style
• Memory Lane- snoezelen approach developed by Teepa Snow

• Towards end of April 2015 2,500 sq. feet will be added to center

Spread the word about
livability
• Informing others
– Senior Connections, The Capital Area on Agency on Aging
– Age Virginia Awards
– Southern Gerontological Society
– Successful Aging Forums
• Documenting walkability audits and community strengths and
weaknesses: rampages.us/willowlawn

Livability Lens
• Definition of “livability” varies both
intrapersonally and interpersonally
• Living happily and healthily
• Maintaining functionality and independence

Gerontological Lens
• Activity Theory- 1972, Lemon, Bengtson &
Peterson
– Successful aging comes from staying active and
engaged
– States older adults should do the same activities that
were done in middle-age, given restrictions
– Found to be easily testable and empirically supported
How this shaped our canvassing experience
• Universal design throughout the shopping center and neighborhood of
Willow Lawn
• Engagement opportunities for older adults to get involved in and maintain a
healthy quality of life.

Community Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walkability- Adequate
Transportation- Needs Improvement
Housing- Excellent
Access- Excellent
Engagement- Excellent
Safety & Security- Excellent

Walkability
Adequate
•
•
•
•

Bad
Broken sidewalks
Sidewalks ending
prematurely
Narrow sidewalks
Busy intersections
are not always
marked with
crosswalks

Good
• Level curb cuts
• Crosswalks throughout
shopping center
• Pedestrian traffic signals
provide enough time the
cross street

Transportation
Needs Improvement

There is no seating
available for individuals
waiting.

The sign is blackened by
time. Sign states schedule
is on back of sign,
however there is nothing
there.

Public Transportation-GRTC
• Rates for transportation are
as follows:
• $1.50 Regular Fare
• $0.75 Reduced Fare

• The reduced fare is available
for older adult population and
individuals with certain
disabilities.
• Apply for GRTC Card at:
• Kroger at 1601 Willow Lawn
Drive, Richmond, VA 23230
• CVS Store at 5001 W. Broad
Street, Richmond, VA 23230

Housing
Excellent

•
•
•
•

Senior friendly condos
Accessible parking
24-hour security
Accessible path to and from
parking lot and shopping
center
• Community pool and Roof top
patio

• Single Family homes
• Some with drive ways
• In good repair

Access

AccessHealth & Wellness

Bon Secours St. Mary’s
Hospital
• Joint replacement &
orthopedics
• Cardiac care
• Pediatric/neonatal ICU
• Women’s health
• Cancer Care
• Primary Stroke Center
• Diabetes Treatment
Center

Hear Virginia
• Diagnostic Hearing Evaluations
• Audiometric Test
• Tympanometry
• Tinnitus Evaluation and Management
• Technologically Advanced Hearing Aids
• Fitting and Follow-up care
• Wax Management
• Custom ear molds and plugs

Engagement
Excellent

• Offers flexible gym hours
• Mon - Fri: 5am - 11pm
• Sat - Sun: 6am - 8pm
• Offers Kids Club
• Aquatics
• Cycling
• Weights

Weinstein Jewish Community
Center

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aquatics
Group fitness
Summer camps
University studies
Senior Adult Department
Programs for early childhood,
youth and adults

Engagement:
Friendship Café
•
•
•
•

Offered by Senior Connections
60+ older adult populations
Meet for food, fun and fellowship with goal of meeting nutritional needs
No charge to participate
• Encouraged to provide some type of contribution
• Transportation provided if necessary by Senior Connections

Guardian Place
1620 N. Hamilton Street

Korean Senior Center
United Methodist Family Services
3900 W. Broad Street

Safety & Security
Excellent
Bad
• No visible police
presence
• Neighborhood watch
signs only visible along
Monument Avenue

Good
• Video surveillance at 5100
• Street lights along roads and sidewalks
• Visible fire hydrants throughout
• Construction in shopping center clearly
marked

CONCLUSIONS

Successes
• The walkability of the Shops at Willow Lawn
• The services provided for the community, such
as the medical services, the US Mail Services
and the retail businesses
• The engagement opportunities for all age
groups

Opportunities for Growth
• Offering opportunities to the lower income
population
• Improving the roads and sidewalks in the
neighborhood of Willow Lawn
• More of a police presence for safety concerns

Limitations to Willow Lawn
• Fragmented region, lack of defined residential
communities and boundaries
• Resident assumption on the shopping center
is considered community of Willow Lawn
• Lack of Willow Lawn community leaders
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